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Our market summary
The collapse of Silicon Valley Bank in the US, alongside the ‘shotgun’ merger of Credit Suisse and UBS in Europe, momentarily 
spooked investors with echoes of the 2007-08 financial crisis. Despite the subsequent increase in market volatility, global equities 
delivered worthwhile gains over the quarter. Inflation remained a key topic among analysts, with central banks in developed 
economies such as the US, UK, Europe and Switzerland each electing to raise interest rates over the period.

Equity markets
US stock markets delivered a return of 4.8% over the period. With the exception of the Silicon Valley Bank situation, 
which prompted a brief but sharp fall in markets in March, US stocks made gains thanks largely to renewed optimism 
over the slowdown in US inflation. Even so, the US Federal Reserve raised interest rates twice in the quarter. 
However, the slower rate of increases may signpost the nearing end of this rate-hiking cycle.  

The first quarter was a strong period for European stock markets which gained 9.1%. Even the continent’s financials 
sector, which was impacted by the troubles of Credit Suisse and the subsequent merger with UBS (a deal brokered 
by the Swiss government), ended the period in positive territory. The European Central Bank opted to raise interest 
rates twice during the quarter, each time by 0.5%, while inflation in the region dipped to a one-year low in March. 

UK stock markets were buoyed by expectations that the Bank of England would ease its cycle of interest-rate increases 
later in the year, although the bank remained committed to fighting inflation. Positive data from the Office for 
National Statistics showed that the UK had avoided a technical recession in the fourth quarter of 2022,  
although analysts still anticipate an economic decline later in 2023. Over the quarter, UK equities were up 3.1%.

Emerging market stocks began the quarter with a strong tailwind thanks to China’s economic re-opening following the 
dismantling of its failed ‘zero-covid’ regime. However, political tensions between the US and China subsequently cooled 
investor sentiment with Chinese stock markets delivering a modest 1.9% return over the quarter. Meanwhile, the MSCI 
Emerging Market Index gained just 1.2%, with local news impacting returns from Brazil and India.

Fixed-income
Government bond prices rose across the quarter, driven in part by an improving inflationary backdrop but also by 
the demise of Silicon Valley Bank, which sparked a rally in bond markets as investors sought safe havens. Against this 
backdrop, US Treasuries gained 2.7% in sterling terms. Meanwhile, UK gilts gained 2.3% while sterling-denominated 
corporate bonds (issued by companies) added 2.4%.

Total return, percentage growth in pounds sterling except where shown, rounded to one decimal place. Global equities are represented by the MSCI 
World Index; US equities by the MSCI US Index; European (excluding UK) equities by the MSCI Europe ex UK Index; UK equities by the FTSE All-Share 
Index, emerging market equities by the MSCI EM (Emerging Markets) Index; Chinese equities by the MSCI China Index; UK corporate bonds by the 
ICE BofA Sterling Corporate Index; gilts by the ICE BofA UK Gilt Index; and US Treasuries by the ICE BofA US Treasury (GBP hedged) Index.

Marcus Brookes
Chief Investment Officer
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Your investment summary:
Monthly Income Portfolio 

 
Monthly Income Portfolio asset allocation breakdown
  

 
Monthly Income Portfolio growth year by year
 

 
Monthly Income Portfolio growth to month end
 

*Since launch performance figures are from the launch date of the respective share class. 
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% change

Cash -1.1%

Alternatives -0.1%

Fixed Income +0.7%

Equities +0.4%

Allocation as at previous
quarter (%)

Holding 2022 2021 2020 2019 2018

Quilter Investors Monthly Income Portfolio - U1 (GBP) Accumulation  Shares -8.4% 7.2% -0.1%

Quilter Investors Monthly Income Portfolio - U1 (GBP) Income Shares -8.4% 7.1% -0.1%

IA Mixed Investment 20-60% Shares sector average -9.7% 6.3% 3.5%

Holding 3 months 6 months 1 year 3 years 5 years
Since

launch*
Launch

date

Quilter Investors Monthly Income Portfolio - U1
(GBP) Accumulation  Shares 1.1% 5.4% -4.8% 17.3% 4.4% 26/06/19

Quilter Investors Monthly Income Portfolio - U1
(GBP) Income Shares 1.1% 5.5% -4.7% 17.3% 4.4% 26/06/19

IA Mixed Investment 20-60% Shares sector
average 1.6% 4.8% -5.0% 16.1% 4.7%

Past performance is not a guide to future performance and may not be repeated. Investment involves risk. The value of
investments and the income from them may go down as well as up and investors may not get back the amount
originally invested. Because of this, an investor is not certain to make a profit on an investment and may lose money.
Exchange rates may cause the value of overseas investments to rise or fall.

Source: Quilter Investors as at 31 March 2023 unless otherwise stated. Total return, percentage growth, net of fees in pounds
sterling. We have shown the performance of the portfolio against a performance comparator that is considered appropriate on
the basis that the portfolio's equity exposure over time is expected to be similar to that of the average fund in this sector. Due to
rounding and the use of derivatives (financial instruments that derive their values from underlying assets) the allocations may not
add up to 100%.
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Your investment summary:
Monthly Income and Growth Portfolio 

 
Monthly Income and Growth Portfolio asset allocation breakdown
  

 
Monthly Income and Growth Portfolio growth year by year
 

 
Monthly Income and Growth Portfolio growth to month end
 

*Since launch performance figures are from the launch date of the respective share class. 
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% change

Cash -1.5%

Alternatives

Fixed Income +0.7%

Equities +0.9%

Allocation as at previous
quarter (%)

Holding 2022 2021 2020 2019 2018

Quilter Investors Monthly Income and Growth Portfolio - U1 (GBP) Accumulation
Shares -7.3% 11.3% 0.0%

Quilter Investors Monthly Income and Growth Portfolio - U1 (GBP) Income Shares -7.3% 11.3% 0.0%

IA Mixed Investment 40-85% Shares sector average -10.2% 11.2% 5.5%

Holding 3 months 6 months 1 year 3 years 5 years
Since

launch*
Launch

date

Quilter Investors Monthly Income and Growth
Portfolio - U1 (GBP) Accumulation Shares 1.4% 6.3% -3.0% 27.0% 11.8% 26/06/19

Quilter Investors Monthly Income and Growth
Portfolio - U1 (GBP) Income Shares 1.3% 6.2% -3.1% 27.0% 11.7% 26/06/19

IA Mixed Investment 40-85% Shares sector
average 2.3% 5.3% -4.6% 27.1% 12.7%

Past performance is not a guide to future performance and may not be repeated. Investment involves risk. The value of
investments and the income from them may go down as well as up and investors may not get back the amount
originally invested. Because of this, an investor is not certain to make a profit on an investment and may lose money.
Exchange rates may cause the value of overseas investments to rise or fall.

Source: Quilter Investors as at 31 March 2023 unless otherwise stated. Total return, percentage growth, net of fees in pounds
sterling. We have shown the performance of the portfolio against a performance comparator that is considered appropriate on
the basis that the portfolio's equity exposure over time is expected to be similar to that of the average fund in this sector. Due to
rounding and the use of derivatives (financial instruments that derive their values from underlying assets) the allocations may not
add up to 100%.
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Continued on next page

Your portfolio holdings
Holding Name

Fund manager
(where applicable) Asset type

Monthly Income
Portfolio

Monthly Income
and Growth

Portfolio

EQUITY 44.05% 66.39%

ASIA PACIFIC (INC JAPAN) EQUITY 3.52 8.02

M&G JAPAN FUND I GBP INC M&G COLLECTIVE 1.28 2.12

SCHRODER ASIAN INCOME FUND SCHRODERS COLLECTIVE 2.25 3.00

SCHRODER ORIENTAL INCOME FUND LIMITED SCHRODERS COLLECTIVE 0.00 1.66

VANGUARD FTSE JAPAN UCITS ETF VANGUARD COLLECTIVE 0.00 1.25

EMERGING MARKETS EQUITY 2.29 4.18

ALLSPRING EMERGING MARKETS EQUITY INCOME ALLSPRING COLLECTIVE 2.29 2.95

ISHARES CORE MSCI EM IMI UCITS ETF BLACKROCK COLLECTIVE 0.00 1.23

EUROPEAN EQUITY 6.97 9.77

ISHARES EURO DIVIDEND UCITS ETF (DIST) BLACKROCK COLLECTIVE 2.38 2.41

MONTANARO EUROPEAN INCOME FUND MONTANARO COLLECTIVE 2.31 3.84

SPDR EURO DIVIDEND ARISTOCRATS UCITS ETF STATE STREET COLLECTIVE 2.28 3.52

GLOBAL EQUITY 4.40 9.39

FIDELITY GLOBAL QUALITY INCOME ETF FIDELITY COLLECTIVE 1.52 4.23

QUILTER INV GBL EQUITY VALUE REDWHEEL COLLECTIVE 2.88 5.17

NORTH AMERICAN EQUITY 6.47 10.95

FIDELITY US QUALITY INCOME ETF FIDELITY COLLECTIVE 1.01 4.24

ISHARES CORE S&P 500 UCITS ETF BLACKROCK COLLECTIVE 0.00 2.50

SCHRODER US EQUITY INCOME MAXIMISER FUND SCHRODERS COLLECTIVE 2.53 0.00

SPDR S&P US DIVIDEND ARISTOCRATS UCITS ETF STATE STREET COLLECTIVE 2.93 4.21

PRIVATE EQUITY 0.66 0.65

NB PRIVATE EQUITY PARTNERS NEUBERGER
BERMAN COLLECTIVE 0.66 0.65

UK EQUITY 19.74 23.41

FINSBURY GROWTH & INCOME TRUST PLC LINDSELL TRAIN COLLECTIVE 0.00 0.62

ISHARES CORE FTSE 100 UCITS ETF BLACKROCK COLLECTIVE 4.30 4.03

ISHARES UK DIVIDEND UCITS ETF BLACKROCK COLLECTIVE 2.74 2.66

J O HAMBRO UK DYNAMIC J O HAMBRO COLLECTIVE 3.39 3.54

MONTANARO UK INCOME FUND MONTANARO COLLECTIVE 1.50 3.05

NINETY ONE UK EQUITY INCOME FUND NINETY ONE COLLECTIVE 0.00 2.71

QUILTER INV UK EQ LG-CAP INCOME (ARTEMIS) ARTEMIS COLLECTIVE 4.26 4.06

SPDR UK DIVIDEND ARISTOCRATS UCITS ETF STATE STREET COLLECTIVE 2.78 2.74

THE CITY OF LONDON INVESTMENT TRUST PLC JANUS HENDERSON COLLECTIVE 0.76 0.00

FIXED INCOME 44.76% 24.96%

CORPORATE BONDS 22.79 12.69

FEDERATED HERMES UNCONSTRAINED CREDIT HERMES COLLECTIVE 5.44 3.95

ISHARES $ CORP BOND UCITS ETF BLACKROCK COLLECTIVE 1.72 1.00

ISHARES $ HIGH YIELD CORP BOND UCITS ETF BLACKROCK COLLECTIVE 1.95 1.73

ISHARES CORE £ CORP BOND UCITS ETF BLACKROCK COLLECTIVE 0.55 0.00

QUILTER INV BOND 1 FUND TWENTY-FOUR COLLECTIVE 4.57 2.77

QUILTER INV BOND 3 JPMORGAN COLLECTIVE 0.26 0.07

QUILTER INVESTORS STERLING CORPORATE BOND FIDELITY COLLECTIVE 3.72 1.02

VANGUARD USD CORPORATE BOND UCITS ETF VANGUARD COLLECTIVE 3.63 2.15

XTRACKERS USD CORPORATE BOND UCITS ETF DWS COLLECTIVE 0.95 0.00
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Your portfolio holdings (cont’d)
Holding Name

Fund manager
(where applicable) Asset type

Monthly Income
Portfolio

Monthly Income
and Growth

Portfolio

EMERGING MARKET DEBT 2.23 1.48

ISHARES J.P. MORGAN $ EM BOND UCITS ETF BLACKROCK COLLECTIVE 2.23 1.48

GOVERNMENT BONDS 11.00 5.37

ALLIANZ STRATEGIC BOND FUND ALLIANZ COLLECTIVE 3.20 2.22

ISHARES $ TIPS 0-5 UCITS ETF GBP BLACKROCK COLLECTIVE 2.10 1.56

ISHARES $ TREASURY BOND 7-10YR UCITS ETF BLACKROCK COLLECTIVE 3.35 0.00

ISHARES USD TIPS UCITS ETF BLACKROCK COLLECTIVE 2.10 1.60

VANGUARD U.K. GILT UCITS ETF VANGUARD COLLECTIVE 0.24 0.00

OTHER FIXED INCOME 8.74 5.42

AXA US SHORT DURATION HIGH YIELD FUND AXA COLLECTIVE 5.93 3.92

BIOPHARMA CREDIT PLC PHARMAKON
ADVISORS COLLECTIVE 0.81 0.47

BLACKSTONE LOAN FINANCING LIMITED BLACKSTONE COLLECTIVE 0.48 0.48

CVC EUROPEAN OPPORTUNITIES LIMITED CVC COLLECTIVE 0.82 0.54

FAIR OAKS INCOME FUND FAIR OAKS COLLECTIVE 0.72 0.00

ALTERNATIVES 8.27% 6.46%

OTHER ALTERNATIVE (INC HEDGE FUNDS) 3.33 2.61

HIPGNOSIS SONGS FUND LIMITED HIPGNOSIS SONG
MANAGEMENT COLLECTIVE 0.71 0.60

JANUS HENDERSON ABS RETURN FIXED INCOME JANUS HENDERSON COLLECTIVE 2.62 2.02

PROPERTY 4.94 3.84

ASSURA PLC ASSURA COLLECTIVE 0.76 0.52

FORESIGHT SOLAR FUND LIMITED FORESIGHT GROUP COLLECTIVE 1.20 1.20

INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC PARTNERSHIPS LIMITED AMBER
INFRASTRUCTURE COLLECTIVE 1.96 1.15

THE RENEWABLES INFRASTRUCTURE GROUP INFRARED CAPITAL
PARTNERS COLLECTIVE 1.02 0.98

CASH 2.93% 2.20%

CASH 2.93 2.20

TOTAL 100% 100%

Source: Quilter Investors, as at 31 March 2023. Due to rounding and use of derivatives the allocations may not add up to 100%.
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Helen Bradshaw
Portfolio Manager

CJ Cowan
Portfolio Manager

Your performance 
review
The first quarter of 2023 had it all. It began with a roaring equity market rally as reducing US inflation drove hopes that central 
bank interest-rate hikes would soon slow or stop. However, it was all-change in February as more resilient economic data reignited 
worries that interest rates may have much further to rise, which reversed the direction of travel for equity markets. In March, 
pandemonium erupted in the banking sector as Silicon Valley Bank failed and Credit Suisse was forcibly consumed by UBS.  
The panic had subsided by the end of the quarter and equity markets largely recovered, led by the mega-cap tech stocks.  
Bonds also staged a comeback. Against this backdrop the Monthly Income Portfolio returned 1.1% while the Monthly Income and 
Growth Portfolio returned 1.4%, both were marginally behind their Investment Association (IA) Mixed sector comparators. 

How our equity holdings performed

Europe leads the charge
Europe was the top-performing regional equity market as falling gas prices buoyed investor sentiment and economic 
data, especially for the services sector, improved over the quarter. This saw both the Montanaro European Income 
Fund and the SPDR Euro Dividend Aristocrats ETF return over 7%. Meanwhile, the iShares Euro Dividend ETF fared 
less well, dragged lower by its exposure to energy, insurance and real-estate sectors.

UK holdings solid across the board 
The portfolios maintain a sizeable weighting to UK equities, owing in part to the generous yields on offer. Consequently, 
in rising markets the UK is typically the largest contributor to portfolio returns. This quarter was no exception with most 
holdings delivering modest positive returns. The standout was the Finsbury Growth & Income trust held in the Monthly 
Income & Growth Portfolio.

Private equity caught up in SVB collapse 
Having enjoyed a good start to the year, the Neuberger Private Equity trust’s share price took a sharp drop in March 
as concerns over the failure of Silicon Valley Bank, and the wider implications for the US tech and venture capital 
sectors, weighed on the trust. The position remains small, reflecting its higher risk, meaning the impact to fund 
performance was small. Meanwhile, we retain confidence in the trust and the quality of its portfolio.

Private equity describes investment in firms that are privately held rather than having shares that are publicly 
listed on a stock exchange. Private equity investors generally try to manage and improve the value of the 
companies they buy before selling them for a profit.

How our fixed-income holdings performed

US banking crisis boosts bonds
It was a topsy-turvy quarter for bond markets, which were buffeted by rapidly changing expectations for the path of central 
bank interest rates. Ultimately, turbulence among US regional banks drove expectations that the US Federal Reserve 
would cut interest rates before the end of the year, sending bond prices higher. US-focused holdings like the iShares $ 
Corporate Bond ETF outperformed UK-focused holdings such as the Quilter Investors Sterling Corporate Bond Fund.  
The only bond holding to posit a small loss was the Quilter Investors Dynamic Bond Fund, which had exposure to the  
AT1 bonds that suffered in March’s banking turmoil and UBS’s takeover of Credit Suisse.

Additional Tier One (AT1) bonds are issued by banks. In a crisis they may be converted into equity or even written down 
to zero value to help bolster a bank’s finances. Credit Suisse’s AT1s were controversially written down to zero in March.
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How our alternative holdings performed

Peaking inflation takes the shine off infrastructure
The portfolios’ alternatives holdings dragged on performance with many feeling the impact of higher interest rates.  
For our infrastructure holdings, rising inflation helped to offset higher interest rates last year and, if UK inflation remains 
elevated, this could once again prove beneficial. Elsewhere, the Foresight Solar trust’s annual results revealed it had 
done a good job of locking in higher power prices through 2022, which will support its revenues in the coming years. 
Meanwhile, the Janus Henderson Absolute Return Fixed Income fund, which invests in short-dated corporate bonds 
whilst managing interest rate risk, delivered a modest positive return.

Short-dated, or short-maturity, bonds generally have five years or less until maturity. They tend to be less volatile 
than longer-dated bonds as the initial investment is repaid more quickly and, hence, can be re-invested earlier.

Your performance  
review (continued)
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Portfolio changes
We actively traded the portfolios’ bond exposure during the quarter, reducing it at the end of January following a period of strong 
performance before topping it back up in early March as news spread of Silicon Valley Bank’s collapse. Both proved to be opportune 
moves. There was little change to the equity portion of the portfolios beyond regular rebalancing to take advantage of short-term 
performance trends among individual holdings. As we near the end of this interest-rate hiking cycle and economies slow, we prefer 
to add to higher-quality equity holdings with strong cashflow visibility whilst also building our government bond exposure.

New and increased holdings

AXA US Short Duration High Yield Fund
This fund invests in short-dated high-yield bonds, typically holding them until they mature. The current 
environment is unusual as the yield on short-dated bonds is higher than on long-dated ones, making this 
fund particularly attractive. The position size in the Monthly Income Portfolio is already at the maximum level 
at which we’re comfortable, but we added to the position in the Monthly Income and Growth Portfolio.

Allianz Strategic Bond Fund
We added to this holding in March, viewing it as an efficient way to gain more exposure to a declining 
economic scenario. The fund has a good deal of government bond exposure compared with other 
alternatives, while also being ‘short’ corporate credit which should allow the fund to profit if risky bonds 
sell-off. This makes it a good diversifier to many of our other fixed-income holdings.

Vanguard UK Gilt ETF
The portfolios own fewer UK bonds than their peers, which has generally been a positive over the past 
year or more. We increased their gilt exposure at the end of the quarter, believing the Bank of England 
is near to the end of its interest-rate hiking cycle. This was a new position for the Monthly Income and 
Growth Portfolio but an existing position for the Monthly Income Portfolio.

Removed and reduced holdings

Princess Private Equity trust
The trust cancelled its dividend in November, casting doubt about the board’s commitment to the 
dividend going forward. We gradually sold down the position and exited in January.

Neuberger Global Monthly Income trust
We had been on the lookout for potential buyers of our holding since the announcement that the trust 
is being wound up. While events like this can be an opportunity to realise low-risk gains when the share 
price of the trust is below the value of its holdings, it can take a long time to realise these gains. After 
receiving an attractive bid, we chose to exit to avoid tying up our capital in such a process.

iShares $ Corporate Bond ETF
We reduced this holding at the end of January following a period of strong performance from corporate 
bonds. We also reduced the portfolios’ holding in the iShares USD TIPS ETF at the same time,  
before adding back to the position in early March.
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Economic data generally improved in the first quarter and corporate earnings, although softening, remain surprisingly 
resilient. This saw expectations for central bank hikes ratcheted back up in February, before tumbling once more in March 
as the US regional banking crisis unfolded. Currently, interest-rate cuts are priced into bond markets, even before central 
banks have finished their rate rises. We see this as an untenable position and one which creates opportunities in asset 
markets. Equity market valuations aren’t expensive, but profit margins remain very elevated. Consequently, we’re cognisant 
of the risk that they revert lower, which would undermine corporate earnings and, in turn, equity market pricing.

1. SVB: an isolated case, but lending conditions will tighten
We view the failure of Silicon Valley Bank as a special case, indicative of very poor management and lax regulation.  
However, it serves as a reminder that the pace of central bank hiking cycles has been historically rapid and marks a very 
notable change in the environment. The near-term impact will be a further tightening in bank lending standards,  
which substitutes for interest-rate hikes. This is likely to remove some of the risk of further declines in bond prices. 

2. Inflation and elevated interest rates here to stay
High inflation limits a central bank’s ability to respond to a slowing economy. While we expect inflation to fall, it will be slower 
to do so than many hope. Although we’re in the latter stages of this interest rate hiking cycle, there will be a prolonged 
period of elevated interest rates as central banks wait for their policy decisions to feed through to the real economy.  
On a longer-term basis, we are looking to add to our bond exposure but in the short-term we’re awaiting a better pricing 
opportunity given recent market moves.

3. What’s hot and what’s not
The interest rates paid on UK cash deposits are now the highest they’ve been since 2008, so it may be tempting for 
embattled investors to take the ‘risk-free’ option, but this still guarantees a loss of spending power. High interest-rate 
environments typically favour dividend-paying stocks while bond markets also now offer more attractive income levels. 
Meanwhile, the yield on inflation-linked bonds has also turned positive, so it quite literally ‘pays’ to be diversified these days.

Investment outlook
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Thank you for 
investing with us
Keep an eye out for your next Monthly Income 
Portfolios monthly commentary available in May.

Want more updates about your portfolio?

Please visit our website at www.quilter.com for all the 
latest news, views, and portfolio information.

Your financial adviser is on hand to discuss anything 
related to your investment decisions or the suitability 
of the products mentioned in this document.

If you are a financial adviser and you have any 
questions or want to find out more about our 
solutions, please speak to one of our investment 
directors on +44 (0)207 167 3700, email us at 
enquiries@quilter.com, or visit our website at 
www.quilter.com.

Important information
Past performance is not a guide to future performance and may not be repeated. Investment involves risk. The value of investments and the 
income from them may go down as well as up and investors may not get back the amount originally invested. Because of this, an investor  
is not certain to make a profit on an investment and may lose money. Exchange rate changes may cause the value of overseas investments  
to rise or fall.
This communication is issued by Quilter Investors Limited (“Quilter Investors”), Senator House, 85 Queen Victoria Street, London, EC4V 4AB. Quilter Investors 
is registered in England and Wales (number: 04227837) and is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FRN: 208543).
Quilter Investors Monthly Income Portfolio and Quilter Investors Monthly Income and Growth Portfolio (the “Funds”) are sub-funds of Quilter Investors Multi-Asset 
OEIC, an investment company with variable capital incorporated in England and Wales.
Quilter Investors Cirilium OEIC is authorised by the Financial Conduct Authority as a non-UCITS retail scheme and can be distributed to the public in the 
United Kingdom. 
Quilter Investors uses all reasonable skill and care in compiling the information in this communication which is accurate only on the date of this communication. 
You should not rely upon the information in this communication in making investment decisions. Nothing in this communication constitutes advice or personal 
recommendation. An investor should read the Key Investor Information Document(s) (“KIID”) before investing in any sub-fund of the Quilter Investors Cirilium OEIC. 
The KIID and the prospectus can be obtained from www.quilter.com in English.
The Funds invest principally in other collective investment schemes. Your attention is drawn to the stated investment policy which is set out in the prospectus.
Data from third parties (“Third-Party Data”) may be included in this communication and those third parties do not accept any liability for errors and 
omissions. Therefore, you should make sure you understand certain important information, which can be found at www.quilter.com/third-party-data/. 
Where this communication contains Third-Party Data, Quilter Investors cannot guarantee the accuracy, reliability or completeness of such Third-Party 
Data and accepts no responsibility or liability whatsoever in respect of such Third-Party Data. 
QI 26208/25/3304/April 2023/SK20190


